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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we give a brief introduction to the sensor synchroniza-
tion problem, highlight how the choice of hardware affects what
synchronization methods can be applied, and present our ongoing
research on sensor synchronization. Our work is based on estimat-
ing timestamps on the host processor, using a method suitable for
mobile phones and other low-cost consumer grade devices since it
does not require special hardware support. We also describe an ex-
periment to measure sensor synchronization performance using a
simple calibration rig. Our initial results show that the estimated
timestamps provide a stable synchronization and a clear improve-
ment in synchronization accuracy compared to the direct method of
using sample arrival times as timestamps.

Keywords: Sensor synchronization; Temporal matching
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1 INTRODUCTION

The term sensor fusion refers to the art of estimating the state of
an unknown dynamic process using measurements from multiple
sensors. Benefits of using multiple sensors, instead of just one,
can include increased precision of the state estimate and robustness
against changes in the process that a single sensor would not be able
to handle. However, using more than one sensor introduces a new
problem as the sensors need to be synchronized.

The sensor synchronization problem should be carefully consid-
ered in every application where sensor fusion is applied, as even
minor temporal errors can waste a lot of the “accuracy potential” of
the sensors. In technical terms, the signal to noise ratio of a poorly
synchronized system is less than optimal. No trick, however clever,
can completely restore the signal quality in later stages of data pro-
cessing. Moreover, noise introduced by temporal errors are hard to
model, as the noise is highly dependant on the precise dynamics of
the underlying process.

The behaviour and capabilities of the sensors affect on how the
synchronization can be done. As an example, Figures 1 and 2 il-
lustrate some of the challenges related to sensor synchronization.
Solid black arrows mark the actual sample timestamps while dotted
black arrows mark the time the host processor receives the sam-
ples. In Figure 1, both sensors have built-in clocks providing sam-
ple timestamps. In this case, the main challenge is in estimating
the relative clock offset (red arrow) from the measurements alone,
as timestamps do not provide any information about the absolute
time difference. The host clock can be used as an absolute ref-
erence since the delay from sample capture to sample reception
(green arrows) remains constant. Figure 2 illustrates realistic be-
haviour of two consumer grade USB sensors, neither containing re-
liable clock sources for timestamping. The only information avail-
able is the time the host receives the sample, but the transmission
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Figure 1: Synchronizing two sensors with unknown clock offset (red
arrow). The sensors have different delays (green arrows) from sam-
ple capture (solid black arrows) to sample arrival at host (dotted black
arrows). Blue arrows indicate the required correction to achieve syn-
chronization.
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Figure 2: Synchronizing two USB sensors, neither providing sam-
ple timestamps. Transmit delays of the first sensor are corrupted by
systematic variations. Arrows as in Figure 1.

delay from capture to reception of the first sensor varies systemat-
ically due to mismatch between sensor sampling rate and USB bus
data frame rate. In this example the problem lies in recovering the
actual sample timestamps from arrival times that are corrupted by
non-Gaussian noise.

2 SAMPLE TIMESTAMPING

The first step in successful sensor synchronization is determining
the time of when a sample was measured. The simplest way of
“timestamping” samples is to force all measurements happen simul-
taneously and to use a counter, incremented for each measurement,
as the sample timestamp. The benefit of this method is accuracy
and simplicity as no processing is required by the host. However,
the method can only be used when the hardware provides a means
to trigger measurements using an external signal.

Some sensors contain a built-in clock and provide sample times-
tamps based on that clock. Timestamps from different sensors are
then based on different physical clocks. Unless the clocks are some-
how synchronized, they will eventually drift relative to each other,
slowly introducing temporal error that needs to be corrected. Since
clock synchronization methods require two-way communication,
they cannot be used unless the sensor has the required logic built
in (see e.g. the work of Patt-Shamir et al. [4] for different aspects
of clock synchronization). Instead, the drift can be eliminated by
applying constant on-line resynchronization.
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Figure 3: A simple rig for calibrating clock offset between a cam-
era and an IMU, from the point of view of the camera. The IMU is
attached to a round wooden turntable with five ALVAR markers.

Our work is focused on the case when neither synchronous hard-
ware nor reliable sensor clocks are available. We use a similar
approach as Nilsson and Händel [3], where a Kalman filter (KF)
is used to iteratively estimate the current sample timestamp based
on the previous timestamp, estimated sampling frequency, and the
arrival time of the next sample. In addition, we implemented an
off-line algorithm based on minimizing the least absolute differ-
ence (LAD) between estimated timestamps and the sample arrival
times. Since all estimated timestamps are based solely on arrival
times, they are all based on the same host clock. This eliminates
any possibility for clock drift between sensors. Therefore, instead
of constant resynchronization, only a single, one-time synchroniza-
tion is required.

3 SAMPLE SYNCHRONIZATION

Once samples are timestamped, sensors can be synchronized by
computing the offsets between different sensor clocks. If syn-
chronous hardware or synchronized sensor clocks are used, there
should be no offset and the sensors are already synchronized. If
timestamps are based on non-synchronized sensor clocks, an on-
line sample synchronization must be performed. For timestamps
estimated on the host processor, off-line synchronization can be
used instead, preferably using a special calibration rig for best syn-
chronization accuracy.

One way to achieve on-line sample synchronization was demon-
strated by Huber et al. [1], where a cross correlation between the
samples was maximized to find the offset between two sensors.
They noted that the sensor data needs to have enough variation to
avoid wrong offset values. As any on-line system is likely to be
controlled by a user, there is no guarantee that the data will contain
the required variation.

Off-line sample synchronization, on the other hand, can be done
using a controlled calibration rig. Depending on what kind of sen-
sors need to be calibrated, various setups have been successfully
used to measure sensor data latencies, like the pendulum setup in
the work of Liang et al. [2]. In our work, the aim is to create an
affordable calibration rig for synchronizing a camera with an in-
ertial measurement unit (IMU), simple enough for an end-user to
use. The rig, illustrated in Figure 3, consists of a e5 turntable and
a single sheet of paper.

4 SYNCHRONIZATION EXPERIMENT

To compare the synchronization performance of the different times-
tamp estimation algorithms, the calibration rig in Figure 3 was ro-
tated using angular accelerations approximately corresponding to
rotation capabilities of a human head. Camera images and IMU

Table 1: Prediction errors using different timestamp estimation algo-
rithms. Reported errors are RMSE between IMU predicted rotation
and the rotation detected from camera image. Standard error devi-
ations are in parenthesis. LAD and KF are the different algorithms
presented in Section 2. “Raw” method uses the measured arrival
times as sample timestamps.

Prediction method USB camera (mrad) Firewire camera (mrad)

IMU + LAD 1.2 (0.29) 1.1 (0.25)

IMU + KF 1.3 (0.36) 1.2 (0.25)

IMU + Raw 22 (2.7) 3.1 (0.23)

samples were timestamped using the two timestamp estimation al-
gorithms. Angular velocities measured by the IMU were integrated
to get a delta rotation between two consecutive camera frames and
the rotation of the turntable was measured from camera images by
detecting the markers attached to the turntable. The sensors were
then synchronized by finding the clock offset that minimized the
prediction error, the difference between the IMU predicted frame-
to-frame rotation versus the rotation detected from the camera im-
ages.

Several different measurements were made to test for synchro-
nization accuracy using different timestamp estimation algorithms,
synchronization stability over a period of five days, and how a vary-
ing host CPU utilization rate affects the synchronization accuracy.
Two different cameras, Philips SPC900NC (USB) and Unibrain
Fire-i BW (IEEE 1394), were synchronized against Xsens MTx
IMU to test the effect of varying data latency of the USB bus.

The results of the synchronization accuracy measurements are in
Table 1. The calibrated clock offsets did not show any significant
change during the five days of the experiment. The CPU processing
load had a small effect on the synchronization of the USB camera.
A high CPU load increased the spread of calibrated clock offsets,
caused by increased noise in measured sample arrival times.

5 DISCUSSION

Our initial experiment clearly shows that by using estimated times-
tamps, synchronization performance can be greatly increased com-
pared to using the measured arrival times as such. The improvement
for USB camera synchronization was notably large as measured ar-
rival times of USB devices tend to be very noisy. Measuring the
absolute accuracy of the estimated timestamps is difficult since the
sensors don’t provide ground truth timestamps to compare against.
Therefore we plan to implement an external timestamping appa-
ratus that provides accurate camera and IMU timestamps, directly
synchronized with the host clock. Also, we plan to use the times-
tamp estimation method to implement a more robust IMU aided
visual camera tracking system.
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